LAFS.5.RI.3.8 Explain how an author uses reasons and evidence to support particular

Introduction

points in a text, identifying which reasons and evidence support which point(s).

Lesson 19

Understanding Supporting
Evidence
Learning Target

Understanding the reasons and evidence an author uses
to support points will help you better understand a text.

Read When reading informational texts, look for the points the
author presents to convince you an idea is true. To figure out whether
an author’s points are supported, look for any reasons and evidence
he or she supplies for each point. A reason is an explanation for why
the idea might be true. A piece of evidence is a fact that can be
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Theme: Code Communication Lesson 19
Think What have you learned about points, reasons, and evidence?
Complete the chart below for the comic strip on the previous page.

What Does
the Girl Think?

Why Does She
Think This?

What Evidence
Supports Her Thinking?

She needs a code.

Talk Share your chart with a partner.
• What does the girl think?
• Why does she think what she thinks?
• What evidence supports her thinking?

Academic Talk
Use these words to talk about the text.
• points
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• reason

• evidence
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Modeled and Guided Instruction
Genre: History Article

Read

The Power
of Codes
    by Alan Kim

1		 Secret codes and power go hand-in-hand. Why is this so? Because a code
lets one group of people communicate information in a way that keeps it
secret from other groups. The group that knows the code has an advantage
over the group that doesn’t.
2 		 Take the example of Julius Caesar, an emperor of ancient Rome who
conquered much of Europe and northern Africa. Caesar used letters to
communicate his military plans to faraway generals. But what if an opposing
army obtained copies of his letters? His plans might be foiled. So Caesar
developed a code that only he and trusted members of his army understood.
If an enemy intercepted Caesar’s letters, they would not understand them or
be able to prepare for his plans. The code gave Caesar an advantage over his
opponents, letting him keep and increase his power.
3 		 Not all codes were as successful as Caesar’s, however. In the 1500s, when
Elizabeth I was Queen of England, her half-sister Mary plotted to overthrow
her. Mary communicated with her allies through coded messages. However,
Mary’s code was easy to crack, so her plan was discovered. If Mary had used a
better code, she might have risen to power as the Queen of England.
4 		 Codes remain important in modern times. During World War II (1939–
1945), German submarines communicated in code so complicated that it was
nearly unbreakable. But a brilliant Englishman named Alan
Turing cracked the German code. Now that the English knew
Close Reader Habits
when and where a British ship would be targeted, they could
When you reread the
fight back. When the Germans’ code was broken, they lost a
article, underline
powerful advantage.
examples that show how
5 		 Secret codes aren’t just about power, of course. It’s fun to
secret codes are related
develop a code to communicate secrets. But when rulers and
both to keeping and to
armies use codes, they’re not doing so for fun. For them, it’s
losing power.
serious business.
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Understanding Supporting Evidence Lesson 19
Explore

 hat reasons and evidence does the author use to support
W
his idea about codes?

Think
1

The author states, “Secret codes and power go hand-in-hand.” Complete
the chart to explain why the author thinks this and describe three pieces
of evidence supporting his thinking.

What Does
the Author Think?

Why Does He
Think This?

The author has an idea
about the relationship
between codes and
power. He has to
support this idea.

What Evidence
Supports His Thinking?

“Secret codes and power go
hand-in-hand.”

Talk
2

How does the author support his idea about secret codes? If necessary,
revise the second and third columns of your chart.

Write
3

Short Response The author states that a group with a secret code has
an advantage over groups that do not. Explain how the author supports
this idea. Use details from the passage in your response. Use the space
provided on page 342 to write your answer.
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HINT Use phrases
such as “one
example” and
“a second example”
to organize your
response.
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Guided Practice
Genre: History Article

Read

Fact or Fiction?
by Ron Fridell
1		 Back in the 1990s, an intriguing idea arose. People began claiming that
during the American Civil War, 1861–1865, African slaves in the southern
states used a secret code to help one another escape north to freedom.
2 		 This code consisted of patterns sewn into quilt blocks by slave women.
For example, a pattern called wagon wheel meant to quickly load up a wagon
and prepare to head north. And a pattern called shoo-fly signaled that a
friendly guide waited nearby to help. Such quilts helped runaway slaves make
their way along a network of routes known as the Underground Railroad
to freedom.
3 		 Films and books sprang up about how these bedcovers with their secret
messages sewn by slave women saved lives and led enslaved people to
freedom. The popular Oprah Winfrey TV show even featured these claims
and stories. The public loved these thrilling accounts of adventures from
America’s past.
4		 But wait. How true were they? These quilt code accounts were exciting,
yes, and people wanted them to be historically accurate. But were they?
5		 Many historians have studied slavery and the Underground Railroad.
These historians reviewed the evidence. None of it appeared to come directly
from the slaves, they concluded. There were no letters and no news articles
quoting the slaves themselves. It all came from stories passed along by word
of mouth. And none of the quilts used to help runaway slaves
could be found.
Close Reader Habits
6		 Still, many books were written concerning these oral
How does the author
accounts, exciting stories of secret hiding places, lifesupport the idea that
threatening encounters, and midnight escapes. But there
quilts played no special
were no documents to back up these quilt code claims. Based
role in the Underground
on the lack of strong evidence, we must conclude that quilts
Railroad? Underline any
played no special role in the Underground Railroad.
information supporting
this idea.
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Understanding Supporting Evidence Lesson 19
Think Use what you learned from reading the article to answer the
following questions.
1

This question has two parts. Answer Part A. Then answer Part B.
Part A
How does the author support the idea that people wanted to believe
African slaves in the South used a secret code?
A

by showing that the history of the quilt code wasn’t known
before the 1990s, and then it became a popular topic

B

by showing that experts believe the quilts’ patterns had
different meanings and gave signals to escaping slaves

C

by showing that the slave quilt codes were related to the
Underground Railroad, which is an interesting topic

D

by showing that the stories about the quilt codes were the
subjects of popular books, films, and shows

History articles can
state ideas that
readers find surprising.
The author must give
good reasons and
evidence to support
such ideas.

Part B
Which detail from the article supports the answer in Part A?
A

“The popular Oprah Winfrey TV show even featured these
claims. . . .”

B

“Many historians have studied slavery and the Underground
Railroad.”

C

“It all came from stories passed along by word of mouth. . . .”

D

“. . . there were no documents to back up these quilt code claims.”

Talk
2

The author states that quilts with secret messages played no part in
helping enslaved people escape to the North. How does the author
support this idea? Use the chart on page 343 to record your ideas and
the evidence.

Write
3

Short Response How does the author support the idea about quilts
not having secret messages? Provide two examples of the evidence the
author uses to support the idea. Use the space provided on page 343 to
write your answer.
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HINT Start by
restating the author’s
conclusion. Then tell
how he supports it.
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Modeled and Guided Instruction

Write

Use the space below to write your answer to the question on page 339.

The Power
of Codes
HINT Use phrases
3

Short Response The author states that a group with a secret code
has an advantage over groups that do not. Explain how the author
supports this idea. Use details from the passage in your response.

such as “one
example” and
“a second example”
to organize your
response.

Check Your Writing
Did you read the prompt carefully?
Did you put the prompt in your own words?
Don’t forget to
check your writing.

Did you use the best evidence from the text to support your ideas?
Are your ideas clearly organized?
Did you write in clear and complete sentences?
Did you check your spelling and punctuation?
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Guided Practice

Fact or Fiction?
2

Use the chart below to organize your ideas and evidence.

What Does
the Author Think?

Why Does He
Think This?

What Evidence
Supports His Thinking?

Write Use the space below to write your answer to the
question on page 341.
3

Short Response How does the author support the idea about
quilts not having secret messages? Provide two examples of the
evidence the author uses to support the idea.

HINT Start by
restating the
author’s conclusion.
Then tell how he
supports it.
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Independent Practice
Genre: History Article

Read
FROM
WORDS TO KNOW
As you read, look
inside, around, and
beyond these words
to figure out what
they mean.
• intercepting
• dialects
• barren

by Bruce Watson, Odyssey

1		 On the sands of Iwo Jima island, any other World War II code machine
would have been too slow to use in the heat of battle. But the Marines had
highly mobile crytographs1, each with two arms, two legs, and an unbreakable
code. . . .
2		 Naastosi Thanzie Dibeh Shida Dahnestsa Tkin Shush Wollachee Moasi
Lin Achi.
3		 Ordinary Marines listening to this babble were as baffled as Japanese
soldiers intercepting the messages. Had they spoken Navajo, they would have
recognized the words —“Mouse Turkey Sheep
Uncle Ram Ice Bear Ant Cat Horse Intestines.”
4		 But what could such nonsense mean?
To the Navajo Code Talkers, the first letter of
each word spelled out Mt. Suribachi. Other
code filled in the announcement: Iwo Jima was
under American control.
5		 The Navajo Code Talkers were unique in
cryptographic history. From 1942 to 1945,
more than 400 Code Talkers stormed the
beaches of Pacific islands. Instantly encoding
and decoding messages, they helped Marines
win the war in the Pacific. Even today, their
code remains one of the few in history that was
never broken.

1

The Navajo Code Talkers
played an important role
during World War II.
Shown below are two
Code Talkers in a jungle
close to the front lines.

cryptographs: code-makers
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When World War II broke
out, hundreds of Navajo men
volunteered to fight for the
United States. This photo
shows two Navajo Code
Talkers being trained at an
army base in Australia.
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6		 When World War II began, hundreds of Navajo men volunteered to
fight. Most had never been off their reservation, a high, barren plain
stretching across Arizona, Utah, and New Mexico. There they lived as a
separate nation, as many still do today. The reservation had no electricity or
indoor plumbing, and only a few schools. Most Navaho herded sheep and
bought from government trading posts what little they needed and could
not make. They spoke some English, but the business of their daily lives was
conducted in their own language.
7		 Among languages that were spoken by only tens of thousands of
Americans, Navajo was the language least likely to be known to foreigners.
The language was entirely oral. Not a single book had ever been written in
Navajo. . . .
8		 The Navajo code was proposed by a non-Navajo, Philip Johnston, the
son of missionaries on the reservation. Marine officers were skeptical at first.
American armies had used other Indian languages to send messages during
World War I. Yet because the ancient dialects had no words for machine
gun or tank, the experiment failed. Johnston had a better idea—a language
combined with a code. . . .
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Independent Practice
Making a Code
9 		 The Navajo language contained no words for the horrors of war.
Bomber, battleship, grenade—all were terms foreign to the Navajo. But in
making their code, the Navajo soldiers rooted it, like their lives, in nature.
They named military planes after birds. Gini, Navajo for “chicken hawk,”
became “dive bomber.” Neasjah, meaning “owl,” meant “observation plane.”
They named ships after fish. Lotso, meaning “whale,” was the code word
for “battleship,” and beshlo—“iron fish”—meant “submarine.”
10 		 To spell out proper names, the Code Talkers encoded a Navajo zoo.
Marines spell out abbreviations with their own alphabet, which begins
Able, Baker, Charlie . . . The Navajo version began Wollachee, Shush,
Moasi, meaning Ant, Bear, Cat.
11		 Finally, Code Talkers created clever terms for friends and enemies.
Lieutenant was translated as “One Silver Bar.” Mussolini, Italy’s fascist
dictator, was Adee-yaats-iin-Tsoh—“Big Gourd Chin.” Hitler became
Daghailchiih—“Moustache Smeller.”
Test Time
12		 With just 400 words encoded, the
Navajo put their cryptology to the acid
test. They handed a message to Navy
intelligence officers, who spent three
weeks trying and failing to decipher
it. Then, armed with a code and M-1
rifles, a few dozen Code Talkers shipped
out to the Pacific. Two more remained
behind to teach the code to other Navajo
recruits. . . .
13		 Between invasions, the Code Talkers
convened2 to encode new battle terms.
Before the war ended, several were
killed in action. Yet they transmitted
thousands of messages without error.
In a language that needs no decoding,
Marine major Howard Conner assessed
their contribution. “Without the
Navajos,” Conner said, “the Marines
would never have taken Iwo Jima.”
2

In 2001, the United States
awarded four Navajo Code
Talkers the Congressional
Medal of Honor—the highest
award a soldier who has
been in battle can receive.

convened: gathered
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Understanding Supporting Evidence Lesson 19
Think Use what you learned from reading the history article to answer the
following questions.
1

This question has two parts. First, answer Part A. Then answer Part B.
Part A
How does the author support the idea that the Navajo men who
volunteered to fight in World War II had been living isolated lives?
A

by stating that their messages were impossible to understand

B

by stating that most had never been off their reservation

C

by stating that they communicated orally and not in writing

D

by stating that they named planes and boats after animals

Part B
Which paragraph in the text best supports the answer to Part A?

2

A

paragraph 3

B

paragraph 5

C

paragraph 6

D

paragraph 9

The author uses a word that means “doubtful” in the text. Circle a word
in the paragraph that best represents that idea.
The Navajo code was proposed by a non-Navajo, Philip Johnston, the
son of missionaries on the reservation. Marine officers were skeptical
at first. American armies had used other Indian languages to send
messages during World War I. Yet because the ancient dialects had no
words for machine gun or tank, the experiment failed. Johnston had
a better idea—a language combined with a code. . . .
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Independent Practice

3

This question has two parts. First, answer Part A. Then answer Part B.
Part A
How does the author support the idea that the Navajo soldiers were
able to make a code related to war even though their language lacked
words for it?
A

by showing how they mixed language and culture in the code

B

by showing that they started by encoding 400 words

C

by showing how they proved the Navy couldn’t break the code

D

by showing that they met several times to encode new terms

Part B
Which two details from the article support the answer in Part A?

4

348

A

“. . . the business of their daily lives was conducted in their own
language.”

B

“. . . Navajo was the language least likely to be known to
foreigners.”

C

“. . . the Navajo soldiers rooted it, like their lives, in nature.”

D

“Lotso, meaning ‘whale,’ was the code word for “battleship’. . . .”

E

“Marines spell out abbreviations with their own alphabet. . . .”

F

“. . . remained behind to teach the code. . . .”

Which of the following best supports the idea that the Navajo code was
hard to crack?
A

“. . . the first letter of each word spelled out Mt. Suribachi.”

B

“The Navajo Code Talkers were unique in cryptographic history.”

C

“Even today, their code remains one of the few in history that
was never broken.”

D

“The Navajo language contained no words for the horrors
of war.”
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Write
5

Short Response The author states that the Navajo Code Talkers helped
win the war in the Pacific. Explain how the author supports this idea. Use
at least two details in your answer.

		

Learning Target
In this lesson, you explained how an author uses reasons and
evidence to support points. Explain how this work will help you
better understand other informational texts that you read.
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